Horner App
Your Complete PLC Solution
The Horner App is the first automation app
to give customers the ability to access all WebOCS
enabled controllers with their iOS phone or tablet.
(Android devices will be coming soon.)
You will be able to organize WebMI access and
visualization, and FTP files in and out of
your Horner devices, using file integration of your
phone or tablet.

WebMI
With Horner WebMI, you can monitor and control plant data from the palm of your hand by accessing Web Pages that are published
directly from the OCS Controller. WebMI allows OCS Application Screens and Data to be created as Webpages that can be interacted
with or you can create different pages using the same data. With the Horner App, these Web pages can be monitored and controlled
from your tablet or other mobile device.

CSCAPE CONFIGURABILITY

You don’t have to be a professional web developer to benefit from
the remote-accessing capabilities of WebMI. With WebMI, we’ve
made accessing your Horner OCS controller as smooth and simple
as possible, by putting the WebMI configuration right within our
standard programming software (Cscape). Now Cscape allows you
to create, monitor and control your OCS web application remotely
without any manual HTML development.

L E V E L- B A S E D, O B J EC T S EC U R I T Y

L I C E N S I N G C A PA B I L I T I E S

Whether you’re looking to utilize one connected device or 50, our
licenses come in manageable packages that will work within the
scope of most applications and organizations. Unable to access
the internet while licensing a specific unit? Our WebMI licensing
technology allows for off-line licensing. And it is quick, easy and
secure. While individual licenses reside in the host OCS, multiple
users can gain access through registered IP address via their
tablet or smartphone.

Within Cscape you can assign a level of access to specific users
and configure their associated passwords. Not only can you
manage who accesses certain WebMI screens, you can govern
who has the ability to control the screens which they are allowed
to access.

HTML5

Quickly and instantly delivering almost everything you want to
accomplish with your application online to your web browser,
HTML5 allows communications across all of your devices. Browser
independence assures that your Horner OCS screen looks the
same on your phone or tablet as it does on the actual unit, giving
you confidence that the control is in your hands.
* Level-Based Security not available for all controllers
* Requires iOS 13 and above.
* Android version will be available soon.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL CHANNEL PARTNER FOR DETAILS
OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.HORNERAUTOMATION.COM
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